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Aim of the study 

 - to critically analyze discourses on immigration to the USA in 
American newspapers during the peak immigration era 1890-1914 

- to focus specifically on immigrants from Austria-Hungary, with a 
more specific emphasis on Croatian immigrants 

 
Research questions: 

How were immigrants represented in the press? 

Which elements were chosen for representation? Which views on 
language(s) can be detected? 

What can we infer from answers to these questions concerning the 
dominant ideological discourse governing the process of 
representation? 



Theoretical and methodological framework 

• Migration: transnational and assimilation theories 

• Theory of representation (S. Hall 2003) 

• Discursive approach – effects of representation 

 

• Sample:  Visual and textual representations of immigrants 
in American newspapers (1880-1913) 

• Analyzed dimensions: 

– Ethnic and class characteristics 

– Linguistic context 

 

 



Immigration into US from all countries 1820-1920 

Restriction of immigration. 
New York : H.W. Wilson, 1924. 

1882 

33,630,104 total arrivals 

1907 



Wilson, 1924 



Societal concerns 

• The Immigration Restriction League (IRL) 1894-1921: 
– many social problems of the time including poverty, crime, and related 

to large influx of immigrants 
– distinction between old (adaptable) and new immigrants (their foreign 

language, habits, customs and political beliefs were undermining 
American institutions, morals, and standards of living) 
 

• US Immigration „Dillingham Commission” (1907–1911): 
– immigration from southern and eastern Europe posed a serious threat to 

American society and culture and should therefore be greatly reduced 
 
 the need for screening – focus on literacy 
 
 

• Dominant science 
– Evolutionism, biological determinism 
– Eugenics (birth-rate of the undesirable will destroy „old native stock”) 
– Pseudo-science: phrenology  



Regulation of immigration 

• 1882 - The Chinese Exclusion Act: against cheap labor  

• Immigration Law of 1882 
• grounds for exclusion: convicts, lunatics, idiots, or "any person 

unable to take care of himself or herself without becoming a public 
charge”; prohibition of contract labor 

• Acts of 1891 and 1903 
• additionally excluding: persons suffering from a loathsome or a 

dangerous contagious disease and polygamists 
• the return within a year after arrival of any alien in violation of law  

• Immigration Law of 1907 
• additionally excluding: imbeciles, feeble-minded persons, 

unaccompanied children under 17 years of age, and persons "who 
are found to be and are certified by the examining surgeon as being 
mentally or physically defective”; women or girls coming into the US 
for the purpose of prostitution or for any other immoral purpose 

• Immigration Act of 1917 – Literacy Act 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Representation of Austro-Hungarian immigrants 
in American newspapers 

• political issues 
– situation in Austria-Hungary (struggles for independence), connections 

of immigrants to homeland 

• economic issues 
– immigrants with no professional qualifications, low level of education, 

no money and illiterate – likely to become a burden 

• cultural and racial stereotypes 
– prejudices against SE European peoples (Slavic, Italian, Greek...) 

 
 



The Sunday Star, Washington, D.C., April 15 1906 



New-York Tribune, NY, August 12 1902 



Ethnic and racial stereotypes 



“Officers who have investigated similar 
cases are surprised at the laxity of 
foreigners regarding the marriage ties.” 
 

Lifestyle of immigrants 

THE MINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL, 1902 



Spokane Press, Spokane, WA, 
August 5 1903  

Rare Positive Attitudes 



Degeneration discourse and literacy 

New-York Tribune, NY, August 12 1902 



The Sunday Star, Washington, D.C., April 15 1906 



Representation of immigrants’ language/s 

• interest in language, often mentioned 

• lack of information about language/s and countries of origin 

• linguistic prejudices 

• multilingualism as something exotic, as cause for admiration 
and as resource 

 



Adair County News, Columbia, KY, February 14 1900 



“Finally the peace disturbance 
was so clearly proved without the 
aid of the defendant that the 
bench administered a fine of $10, 
which was paid.” 

THE SAN FRANCISCO CALL, MARCH 1 1905 

Language barriers in court 



Multilingualism of immigrants 

“…The faculty comes to her as naturally as swimming does to a 
duck. 
Her knowledge is not the result of teaching, but of association with 
people of every tongue. She speaks 11 languages fluently, yet she 
struggles over a washtub, in order that her six children can go to 
school.” 

Hopkinsville Kentuckian, Hopkinsville, KY, 
November 26 1897 
 



THE SPOKANE PRESS, JUNE 4 1904 



Language and literacy issues from Croatian 
immigrants’ perspective 

• illiterate, low education levels – often don’t learn English or to read and 
write Croatian all their lives 

• remote mining communities – little contact with consulates, attended to 
by labor unions and clergy, who speak Croatian 

• return rate to Austria-Hungary 38-40%  -  stay in USA seen as temporary 

• illiterate immigrants – more difficult to acquire citizenship, but also often 
no interest in it 

• socialist workers’ organizations – literacy and English language courses, 
encouraging the acquisition of citizenship 



Perception of English language 
among immigrants 

“....the Almighty created the nations (...) he compassionately took a piece of 
meat and cut it into slices giving each one a slice to serve as a tongue. (...) but 
when the Englishman (...) who failed to arrive sooner came and demanded his 
piece there was none left. (...) the Deity called back the men of other nations 
and slicing from each of their tongues a little bit he put them all together to 
make a tongue for the Englishman. And this is why the English continue to the 
present day to speak in such a jumble. 
(...) this story [was] originally heard in Croatia...”  
 

HARTFORD REPUBLICAN, 1907 
 



Conclusions 

• pronounced nativisim glorifying American qualities and western 

civilization threatened by degeneration due to Austro-Hungarian 

immigrants 

• classic racialism: highly stereotypical views of immigrants and their 

languages, grounded in ignorance and pseudo-science: they are either 

irrevocably inferior and depicted as exotic, or idealized as simple, good 

people with the capacity to evolve (discourse of the “benevolent 

colonialist”) 

• extremely big linguistic challenge for illiterate immigrants, often no 

incentive for language learning and acquisition of citizenship 

• many similarities with current discourses and attitudes towards 

immigration; prejudices persist in spite of having lost legitimacy in 

scientific discourse 
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